Fujitsu Introduces Latest Multi-Zone with Low Temperature Heating

Fujitsu has added System 36RLXFZH to its lineup, a 36,000 BTU/h high-efficiency multi-zone system. This system features extra low-temperature heating (XLTH), meaning the outdoor condensing unit is engineered to operate in temperatures down to -15°F. Non-ducted combinations are ENERGY STAR® Qualified.

System 36RLXFZH permits connections between 2 to 4 indoor units, and from 14,000 to 39,000 BTUs. The XLTH Series includes a metal fan guard because it is most capable of withstanding the colder elements, a built-in base heater so condensation doesn’t freeze and base drainage holes so melted condensation can discharge.

These new units join the 18 and 24,000 BTU/h multi-zone XLTH models already in the Fujitsu lineup.
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